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Here are my 3 BIG TIPS to
increase your Boyfriend Appeal
and magnetize men to you in public
1) “There Are Lots Of Men Everywhere.”
Make a mantra, a little melodic song to sing with that as the only lyric and start
singing it to yourself in the car, working out, doing dishes, folding clothes.
Do this as a not-in-public silly yet fun affirmation to start shifting your mental focus.
Yes, you have to do this even if you live in a town with a population of 1K and 70%
are under 18 or over 80.
You never know who will see you and tell their brother who is coming from out of
town for a visit. Just do it. You have nothing to lose!!

It’s absolutely AMAZING what happens when your brain finally
gets to hear positive statements instead of negative!

2) Be warm enough for a guy to land in your atmosphere.
There’s no sustainable life on the dark side of the Moon.
It’s beyond cold.
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Make sure you are warm for Mr. Potential.
Warm could mean soft or relaxed. It could be open and vulnerable. It could be
feeling your feelings.
Flies land on honey. It attracts them. Flies don’t go into a whirring table fan to be
chopped to bits!
Be honey-like. Think “I am warm honey--sticky and sweet.”

3) Here’s the big secret...
Love is energy, right? Connection is energy, right? Knowing he’s the one is energy,
right?
Do this massive secret to create magnetizing energy:
As you are out and about, and you know men are going to be around, occasionally
think of a past time that you felt attractive and you knew a man noticed you.
Then feel that attractability you have.
Available men looking to date will pick that energy up. That will draw you in.
Feel that past moment of desirability and savor it vs. think of it and have a shark eye
to a potential suitor.
All of this will help you tremendously with men in dating!

Enjoy,
Christine Rich Hanson

P.S. Here’s an interesting insight you might find helpful once you land that great guy
in your world! First-Time Coaching
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